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And when Jesus heard it, he said to him, "One thing you still lack. Sell all
that you have and distribute to the poor, and you will have treasure in
heaven; and come, follow me." But when he heard this he became sad, for he
was very rich. 24 Jesus looking at him said, "How hard it is for those who
have riches to enter the kingdom of God! For it is easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God.
Luke 18: 22-25

You should not be doing anything other than finding sons and daughters
whom you can take with you to heaven. Even if you had hundreds of
millions of dollars and lived richly, all that would pass away. Do it even to
the point of investing all your materials, knowledge, and your very lives.
Invest them all at one time, not separately, to create heavenly citizens. CSG
596

Greetings!,
In Hyung Jin Nim's service on "Kingdom Riches" he explained that the Founding Fathers had to risk their
lives, their treasure and their honor. Trump had to risk all of these as well. Had he lost, as most expected,
his "brand" would be destroyed.
At the Cheong Pyeong palace Hyung Jin Nim had control of $2 billion in assets. Kook Jin Nim controlled
$1 billion in church businesses. They had to choose between those things and honoring Father's words
and legacy. "Even though we loved Mother as our mother, we could not cooperate in erasing Father," and
creating another 'state' religion like the Judaism that betrayed Jesus, or the state church adopted several
centuries later. Many Family Fed leaders urged the brothers to keep their mouths shut and go along with
desecrating Father.

Kingdom Riches - Nov. 20, 2016 - Rev. Hyung Jin Moon
All Abels are given a test. As Jesus explained in Luke 18: 22-25, they must be willing to risk or give up
all of their wealth and social status. "I told Mother the truth because I love her. She has committed crimes
against humanity. People are put in prison for desecrating national treasures. The Messiah's words are far
more valuable than those. Breaking the heavenly law must be denounced and yes, punished. She usurped
the throne. In Great Britain if you did that, you would be locked up or even beheaded." He had true
compassion and told his mother not to do such a terrible cosmic crime, but he was denounced as unfilial.
An inversion of reality.
Fortunately we are to be guided by the Cheon Il Guk constitution
which protects us from arbitrary control or violence from the state
or any other, with citizen's rights protected by due process. The
nation of Cheon Il Guk is not a theocratic state like Iran. It is a
nation where people are free to build or not build their relationship
with God, where citizens are judged not by the state, but prosper or
suffer in life according to their own choices and actions.
Many FFWPU leaders supported Hilary. They want to be part of
the establishment. We should surrender only to Christ, not the
fallen culture. A man dressed as a woman is still a man, although a mentally ill one. Tyrants have always
been afraid of strong men.

Girls are tempted to fall for sweet lies which sooner
or later leave them lonely and bitter. The fallen world
offers an inversion of reality. From birth, boys are
called to be a man and girls are called to be a woman.
Men, unlock the epigenetics of your manhood!
Feminized men are unhappy and unattractive to the
opposite sex. That is why some turn to harsh
religions which sanction harsh oppression and
violence against women.
But Christian men do not want to kill women. They
are not permitted to beat them with a whip or to rape
their wives. Instead, they are called to sacrifice for their families. Wives must in turn respect their
husbands. God gives both genders unique responsibilities.
The mainstream media perpetuates a false reality. The Ford
and Rockefeller foundations funded women's studies
departments which indoctrinate women to give their bodies
to men who don't care about them. Single women vote for
government socialism, whose advocates repeat slogans like
"love trumps hate" even as hired thugs vandalize cars with
Trump stickers, riot and block the traffic of hardworking
citizens who have to go to work everyday.
Fallen Culture's Definition of "Fun"

Girls, don't devalue yourself by sleeping around. Christ
gave his life for you. What are you doing? With the coming prosperity there is the risk of becoming lazy.
After entering Canaan, the Israelites were tempted by paganism and buckled to social pressure. We need
to repent, and return to the God who created us to be Kings and Queens. Girls, get naked for your
husband, not for drunken losers who want to use you and throw you out! Give your children the gift of a
powerful husband-wife sexual relationship to emulate!
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May God bless you and your families!
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